
Shotcrete proves its worth in Christchurch 
 
Having been involved with a seemingly endless string of retaining wall projects in Christchurch over 
the last 5 years, the versatility and dependability of shotcrete or sprayed concrete is something 
that really stands out. 
 
By no means a new technique, the real revelation for us has been the efficiencies and cost savings 
that can be achieved through smart design and construction of shotcrete elements.  
 
Shotcrete has long been an established temporary support option, particularly in granular soils or 
vibration sensitive areas that prevent the use of sheet piling. The cost implications of tying back 
temporary walls with soil nails has often made shotcrete an expensive support option, however 
some recent projects in Christchurch have realised significant cost savings by combining 
temporary support measures with permanent anchors.  
 
This was the case on a project Rock Control undertook recently in Huntsbury, Christchurch. The 
project designer had allowed for robust soil nail anchoring to support a large temporary 
excavation and accommodate construction of a Mechanically Stabilised Earth (MSE) Wall with 
gabion basket facing. 
 
This was done to ensure the safety of the crew working below a busy live lane and prevent 
excessive loss of existing fill material from cut face failures; the cost to the contractor of such 
failures can often spiral out of control with sprayed concrete being charged at rates anywhere 
between $400 and $650 per cubic metre.  
 
With some simple modifications to the original design, the shotcrete anchoring system was 
appropriated as permanent support for the gabion basket wall, allowing substantial savings in 
both cost and time. 
 

 
A typical shotcrete pump. 

 
Cut face stability was also a major concern for Rock Control when heading to Whangerei in June 
earlier this year. Engaged to construct a similarly specified tied back gabion basket wall, the narrow 
dead lane and 4.5m high cut face meant a steep excavation was necessary.  
 



A contingency plan to stabilise the excavation with shotcrete was proposed in our tender 
methodology, again using the permanent anchors as the main temporary support. We installed the 
permanent anchors as the cut progressed to ensure the option to provide a shotcrete support 
system was there if required.  
 
Thorough pre-project planning is required to realise the benefits of shotcrete support without 
adding large costs.  A good run of dry weather and strict erosion control measures fortunately 
meant the excavation was deemed self-supporting by the project designer.  
 
The knowledge that such a system could be deployed easily and at low cost allowed us to reduce 
our contingency sums and ultimately win the job. This kind of peace-of-mind is most welcome 
when undertaking major earthworks in the Northland winter! 
 

 
Permanent anchors are installed as the cut progresses to allow for shotcrete support if required. 

 

Back in Christchurch, I note that several large retaining wall projects in Lyttelton have recently been 
put on hold or returned to the design process,  presumably due to higher than expected tender 
submissions.  
 
I’m hoping that shotcrete will feature more prominently in the revised designs as this could realise 
cost savings of up to 30% over the original block wall designs as well as allowing for significantly 
improved worker safety, should cut-face stability be an issue on these projects.  
 
This brings me to my next point as I believe the lack of enthusiasm for shotcrete use on these walls 
is at least in part due to its poor reputation for finish quality. We’ve all seen examples of this in the 
past; several sprayed walls on Oriental Parade in Wellington spring to mind when I think of 
aesthetically displeasing retaining walls. Technological advancements in the industry and better 
training for applicators especially mean that shotcrete can be finished to the exacting 
standards required in visible environments.  
 
When properly planned and executed, sprayed walls can be applied with an even finish to achieve 
an attractive finish without screeding or floating. This was accomplished by Rock Control on a 
recent project near Sumner in Christchurch – the rake and extent of the finished wall was 
established using a grid of string lines set up at an offset to the finished surface, giving the 
nozzleman a visual guide to ensure both an even finish and a uniform wall thickness. 
 



 

 
Good planning and an experienced applicator allows an attractive sprayed finish. 

 

Shotcrete application is becoming a trade in its own right overseas and it is good to see New 
Zealand contractors recognising the need for professional training within the industry. An 
experienced and qualified applicator has the knowledge and skill required to apply sprayed concrete 
to achieve both an attractive finish but more importantly to ensure design parameters are met 
or exceeded.  
 
This includes selecting an appropriate concrete mix design to ensure as-built compressive 
strength, good adhesion to the existing surface and critically, proper compaction through good 
spraying technique.   
 
Rock Control has recently invested in further training for our applicators/nozzlemen by drawing on 
the significant experience of the American Shotcrete Association (ASA) – who have recently started 
running their highly regarded courses in Melbourne.  
 
For visually exposed or architectural applications, shotcrete walls can be floated or screeded to give 
finishes indistinguishable from poured or even precast walls and panels.  
 
Finishes up to F5 can be achieved in this manner while retaining other advantages of shotcrete such 
as remote access application and high compaction. Dry stipple finishes and etched lines can also be 
put to good effect when matching with existing elements or to soften the aesthetic of concrete 
walls in highly visible pedestrian areas.  
 



 
A dry stipple finish on a shotcrete wall to match precast elements 

 

As a project manager with a background in carpentry and civil construction, constructability is 
always a major consideration when planning for projects. Shotcrete stands out as a solution 
capable of providing both temporary support in excavations or permanent, finely finished retaining 
walls, or a cost-saving, contingent combination of both. 
 
These advantages need to be realised in the planning phase of projects, as installing a temporary 
shotcrete support system as a reactionary measure to face instability can double the cost of a basic 
retaining wall. It seems clear to us at Rock Control that engineers and designers have taken note of 
the success of shotcrete in Christchurch rebuild projects, with the most recent designs making 
increasingly sensible and economic use of the technology.  
 
Here’s hoping this expertise will spread to ensure safety and reduce costs of future projects 
throughout New Zealand.  
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

 
 
 
   
 
   


